


INTRODUCTION

Revelator is a creative production company that has been cultivating original, award-winning, and engaging content for more than 

a decade. In the interest of the health and safety of our staff and clients, we’ve set up our entire team to work remotely for the 

foreseeable future.

In addition to our talented directors based in San Francisco, New York, and Austin, we also have a full-time post-production team 

that now works remotely. This includes producers, editors, motion designers, VFX artists, and colorists. We’re accustomed to 

creating engaging stories with remote input. We’ve tackled large scale livestream productions, shot with micro crews of 1-2, set up 

remote client review for real-time feedback, and built emotionally engaging motion graphics and editorial content. We’re a team of 

storytellers at our core, with a passion for creating captivating content that speaks to an audience, and we think the world could really 

use a great story right now. 

Capabilities: remote editorial, motion graphics, animation, color, sound mix, scripting, creative development, livestream productions, 

remote client set access, and internal studio table-top shoots.

Let’s stay safe, let’s problem solve, and let’s keep telling great stories.



EDIT CAPABILITIES

At Revelator, we have an in-house editorial team that includes editors, motion designers, VFX artists, and colorists. We’re a turnkey 

solution that doesn’t simply offer an editor and a machine. We can provide creative development, copywriting/scripting, remote 

direction from one of our talented directors, and detailed project management from our producers to help elevate your video piece.

Our editorial approach includes elevated stock footage videos, re-editing previously captured assets to tell a new story, social media 

cutdowns of longform pieces, and creating new stories from user-generated content.

 

 

 

 

Revelator Editorial Examples:



REMOTE EDIT STRATEGIES

STOCK FOOTAGE EDITS 

We know some stock footage videos can feel clichéd or out of touch, but the way we see it: stock footage is a tool and when 

you develop your approach around that tool and use it correctly, you can have excellent results. The amount of quality cinematic 

stock footage out there continues to grow exponentially, but it’s important that your video feels congruent rather than a string of 

disassociated images pulled from the internet. Revelator starts each stock video edit by choosing a style at the outset that fits your 

brand’s image and the story you’re trying to tell. We pull clips that live within that style and aesthetic while making sure that each shot 

is telling the story, not just checking boxes. Quality voiceover and music are the two pieces that can really make your stock footage 

edit stand out from the crowd. 

LIBRARY FOOTAGE EDITS / SOCIAL MEDIA CUTDOWNS 

There’s a lot you can accomplish with previously captured assets and video content, whether it’s using unused shots from a previous 

production, building an edit using visuals from multiple previous projects, cutting down a longform piece into social media snippets, 

or gathering behind-the-scenes video to create a short “The Making of ___” video. Our team can help you develop these ideas and 

implement an approach that best utilizes your footage library. Supplementing what you have with additional stock footage, motion 

graphics, music, voiceover, etc can bring a whole new perspective to the material.

USER-GENERATED CONTENT EDITS 

Nowadays, everyone has access to quality HD recording devices such as mirrorless cameras, DSLRs, 4K cell phone video, and 

laptop webcams that can be used to capture content from the safety of one’s own home. Sometimes this can be as simple as using 

social media to put out the call for customer submitted UGC (user-generated content) that can be edited together, or it could look 

like shipping a simple camera/lighting setup to a celebrity, spokesperson, or branded influencer to capture content for your team. 

However the content is being captured, our team can help turn it into a great storytelling tool.



MOTION GRAPHICS / ANIMATION

Revelator also has the capabilities to create eye-catching motion graphics and animation. Whether it’s fully animated projects or 

dynamic motion graphics to support live-action videos, we can concept and execute compelling graphic content to convey both 

message and emotion. 

Animation can offer your team a unique way to accomplish an idea or creative vision that might not be realistically possible in a 

live-action video. Motion graphics can make for a sleek and well-designed piece that still clearly represents your brand’s voice and 

identity.

 

 

 

Revelator Editorial Examples:



LIVESTREAM CAPABILITIES

LIVESTREAM EVENTS + SUMMITS + PANELS 

Livestream video also provides a great way for you to reach an audience that is unable to travel or attend an event in person. Rather 

than bringing your audience to you, why not stream the event to them? Livestreaming an event, panel discussion, or business 

summit can actually allow you to reach a wider audience than those with the time, resources, and capabilities to travel. Graphics and 

interstitials can be live edited into the presentation, for key visual moments like walking through a PowerPoint. The software also 

allows for names and titles to be added on screen for any speaker or panelist, so the audience knows who is speaking during each 

portion of the event. The platform also allows for the audience to submit questions during a Q&A session that a live moderator or 

host can then respond to during the livestream. At the end of the livestream, an export will be created with the entirety of the event 

as a fully edited piece. The livestream will also continue to live on via the web link for people to revisit and watch again.

LIVESTREAM CONSIDERATIONS 

Understanding the capabilities of livestreaming softwares and technologies is key for building a creative approach that has the 

final product in mind. Not every style of video or presentation can seamlessly be moved to a livestream. This is where our team will 

help talk through your plan and desired final presentation to build a livestream version that will still be engaging for your audience, 

whether it be for an event, panel, onboarding/training, or live webinar. A couple requirements for highest quality assurance of the 

livestream include starting the livestream at least one hour before broadcast, so any issues can be addressed before the livestream 

is scheduled to begin. Additionally, we recommend scheduling a rehearsal to prep one day before the livestream, including 

participating and testing of remote guests/speakers joining the feed. A separate ethernet connection from the event is preferred for 

livestreaming, but if that can’t be provided, a dedicated Wi-Fi connection with minimum speed of 10Mbps can work as well.



We think it’s also important to not only discuss the capabilities of Revelator as a whole, but also take this chance to highlight our 

brilliant roster of directors working to create our content during this unprecedented time.

Revelator has a roster of 6 directors, each with a distinct creative vision and directorial voice. Our directors are a diverse group with 

backgrounds in independent films, visual arts, VFX, music videos, animation, graphic design, and 360º video.

Our directors are a  group of creators, who refuse to let their circumstances hinder their ability to tell stories in an impactful and 

lasting way. On the next few pages, you’ll find some info on each of these folks with a small sample of their terrific work. We hope 

you get the chance to meet them in person soon.

DIRECTOR ROSTER



DIRECTOR ROSTER

MATT MUIR

Matt is responsible for the creative direction of all things at 

Revelator. He is the lead creative on all Revelator projects, which 

involves directing video content and providing script support for 

many of our clients. Matt earned an MFA in Film Production at the 

University of Texas at Austin, and has been directing television 

commercials and brand films for over a decade. His advertising 

work includes projects for clients like Capital One, IBM, Dell, and 

Samsung, and his work has received various advertising accolades, 

including multiple Addy and Telly awards. Matt is also an award-

winning film and music video director, whose work has screened 

internationally. His first feature film, Thank You A Lot, premiered at 

SXSW, where it was picked up for distribution by Gravitas Ventures, 

and is now available in over 100 million homes through VOD and 

iTunes.



DIRECTOR ROSTER

ERICA SILVERMAN

Erica Silverman is a director, editor, and cinematographer who 

loves to travel for her work, but calls Austin, Texas her home. She’s 

only satisfied when she’s using her talents to create work imbued 

with emotional resonance. She brings that sense of passion and 

purpose to everything she does. She has a gift for storytelling that 

is present in her films, commercials, and music videos, with specific 

praise for her unique sense of narration and voice. Rolling Stone 

recently premiered her posthumous Gregg Allman music video 

for the Jackson Browne penned “Song for Adam,” as well as her 

music video for the Robert Ellis track “Fucking Crazy.” Her previous 

Robert Ellis music video “California,” saw its debut at SXSW and 

made Rolling Stone’s Top Ten Country Music Videos. Her recent 

film Lovable made a successful festival run with stops at HollyShorts 

and Denver Film Festival, and has since been distributed 

worldwide. Despite her success as a commercial director Erica still 

spends much of her time dreaming up new feature script ideas.



DIRECTOR ROSTER

JAKE EIDE

Jake is an Austin-based director who specializes in visually 

compelling commercials, branded content, and narrative films. He 

loves all things character, and leveraging his background in design, 

he uses line and color to create careful cinematic compositions. 

He studied graphic design at Parsons School of Design and film 

production at Montana State University. His most recent short film, 

Pet World, premiered at LA Shorts Fest and was programmed 

at Burbank International Film Festival, Richmond International 

Film Festival, and Twin Cities Film Festival, among others. Before 

moving to Austin, Jake worked in New York City as a motion 

graphics designer for clients including FUSE, College Humor, 

Intel, and Discovery Networks. Jake is also an avid musician, and 

enjoys composing and collaborating on the music tracks for his 

productions.



DIRECTOR ROSTER

MIGUEL ALVAREZ

Miguel Alvarez is an Austin-based filmmaker who has received 

awards from the Directors’ Guild of America, Panavision’s Emerging 

Filmmaker program, the National Hispanic Foundation for the Arts, 

the National Association of Latino Arts and Culture, and the Texas 

Filmmakers Production Fund for his short films Tadpoles, Veterans, 

KID, and Mnemosyne Rising. He was selected as a Screenwriting 

Fellow for the 2013 Latino Screenwriting Project sponsored by 

Cinefestival and Sundance for his feature screenplay, La Perdida. 

His most recent project, the short film Atlantic City, recently 

premiered at Aspen ShortsFest, and was chosen for the inaugural 

Kodak + Kickstarter Film Initiative. His short documentary, The 

Giant Still Sleeps, recently premiered on PBS and Washington Post 

Online. Miguel holds a BS in Mechanical Engineering and an MFA 

in Film Production from the University of Texas at Austin, where he 

continues to lecture today.



DIRECTOR ROSTER

DEEPAK CHETTY

Deepak Chetty is a director and VFX/VR specialist at Revelator. His 

international award-winning 3D sci-fi thriller, Hard Reset, is available 

on most VOD platforms including iTunes, Amazon, and Google 

Play. Hard Reset is also the winner of “Best Live Action 3D Short” 

by the Advanced Imaging Society. Born and raised in Oklahoma, 

he left behind the plains for the concrete jungle to pursue his 

undergraduate studies at Pratt Institute in Brooklyn, NY. There he 

studied film and various other art forms, most of which you do with 

your hands. Upon graduating he worked heavily in the fields of 

visual effects and motion graphics, with other stints as a freelance 

director of photography and studio director. His work has been 

featured at SXSW, Slamdance, and The Hampton’s International 

Film Festival, among many others. At Revelator, he has directed 

VFX and VR work for companies such as Spredfast, USAA, Tenaris, 

and National Instruments. He also spends a lot of time rendering.



DIRECTOR ROSTER

JONN HERSCHEND

Jonn is a California-based writer and director with an extensive 

background working in the contemporary art world. His work 

has been exhibited nationally, including the Whitney Museum of 

American Art, the Telluride Film Festival, and the San Francisco 

Museum of Modern Art, and internationally at the Den Frie 

Contemporary Art Center and most recently at Sydhavn Train 

Station in Copenhagen, Denmark. He has won two Golden Gate 

Awards for his film work at the San Francisco International Film 

Festival, a SECA Award from the San Francisco Museum of Modern 

Art, and was included as an artist in the 2014 Whitney Biennial. 

His commercial experience includes creating films and campaigns 

for brands such as Nike and Levi’s. When he isn’t directing, he 

can usually be found working on his international publication THE 

THING Quarterly, or lecturing at the San Francisco Art Institute.  

Fun Fact: Jonn used to be a train robber. True story! Ask him about 

it sometime.



CONCLUSION

This deck serves as an overview of Revelator’s virtual operations capabilities, but this is simply a list of potential approaches and 

models. We’re problem solvers. So if your team has questions, ideas you’re hoping to accomplish, projects that you’re looking to 

overhaul, or footage you’re unsure what to do with, we’re more than happy to create solutions with you. We want to empower you to 

keep telling your story in any way we can.

Contact: 

Chris Ohlson 

Executive Producer / Partner 

chris@revelator.tv 

512.560.7944



THANK YOU


